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President’s
Vision

One thing I’m not going to do is start making
predictions.
Because if the last few years have taught us
anything, it’s to expect the unexpected. When
I became WFA President back in 2015 no one
was talking about Trump and Brexit.
The same applies to our industry. According
to Ad Age, the big stories from last year were
Sir Martin Sorrell leaving WPP, revelations of
sexual misconduct across our industry and
the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica debacle.
Our friend, Bob Hoffman, rightly pointed
out in his inimitably colourful way that no
one predicted any of these. Just as no one
predicted the big scandals of brand safety,
the scale of global ad fraud and the media
transparency crisis unfolding in the US, now
with the involvement of the FBI.
Nevertheless, there are some things we can
say with confidence. Be prepared for more
brand safety scandals. Anticipate consumer
outcry at what companies are doing with
people’s data. Expect increased scrutiny
of the behaviour of the big social media
platforms.
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“The ground is changing
but the basics remain
the same.”

All three are symptomatic of a fundamentally
flawed online ecosystem and that’s why they
will keep happening again and again. They are
simply a function of the disconnect between
the views and sensitivities of a few folk in
Silicon Valley and the rest of the world.

The constant need to evaluate and re-evaluate
your delivery against business objectives.

But against this imperfect backdrop, my
appeal to those of us charged with building
brands is to keep our cool and remind
ourselves of the basics.

Because it’s not just what you say. It’s what
you do and who you are. And in the mad,
fashionable dash to be a purposeful brand,
many are cutting corners, neglecting to take
the entire organisation with them and so
failing the critical test of authenticity.

Because perhaps now more than ever it is
easy to get distracted by the bright and shiny.
Put people at the heart of everything you do.
Start with those around you in your office
because they will be your greatest advocates.

And most of all, in today’s ultra-connected,
ultra-distracting, ultra-transparent world that
you remain true to your brand.

Being a marketer in today’s complex world
can seem a daunting task. But it doesn’t have
to be as long as we stick to the basics.

Ask yourself at every stage of your marketing
strategy and execution whether you are
putting the customer first. It’s obvious but too
many marketers aren’t doing it.
Remind yourself of the importance of
integration, collaboration and listening. The
importance of great consumer insight and
outstanding creative execution.

David Wheldon,
WFA President
CMO RBS

Message from
the CEO

“The challenges
of transparency,
brand safety,
ad fraud and
viewability will
remain top of
mind”

2018 will be remembered for three seismic
shocks which will irrevocably change our
industry.
2018 was the year of ‘techlash’, as The
Economist dubbed it, where big legitimate
questions arose over what some social
media platforms are doing with people’s
online data. Data transparency is now no
longer just an issue preoccupying a handful
of regulators and privacy groups; it has
gone mainstream and entered the global
consumer
consciousness.
Cambridge
Analytica will forever change the way in
which people scrutinise how companies
collect people’s personal data.
2018 was equally the year of GDPR. We
are very conscious of the fact that getting
‘GDPR ready’ has been a long and complex
journey for most. But few in our industry
can disagree with the regulation’s worthy
ambition of giving individuals more control

and transparency when it comes to their
personal data. Ultimately moving to a
people-first, rather than data-first mindset
is going to be the only way to create a
sustainable online marketing ecosystem
built on trust.
Finally, it was the year that #metoo
collided with the marketing industry. The
interwoven issues of gender and diversity
representation and portrayal have reached
a new level and are here to stay.
These challenges will be our key priorities as
we head into 2019.
The WFA Global Media Charter sets out
what brands think needs to change in
the online advertising ecosystem for it
to be sustainable. It provides the global
framework through which we will seek
to inspire and support local action. Data
transparency – for brands, the online supply

chain and, critically, our customers – is
going to become ever more important. The
ongoing challenges of transparency, brand
safety, ad fraud and viewability will remain
top of mind for global brands.
Meanwhile, the role of the industry in driving
gender and ethnic equality provides an
unparalleled opportunity for the marketing
industry to lead positive change.
There is a lot on our plate in 2019 but it
promises to be exciting and one full of
challenges.

Stephan Loerke,
CEO WFA
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Marketing Groups
CMO Forum

WFA (Integration) Forum

WFA’s network of CMOs continues to grow in scale and
now brings together 200 CMOs from around the world
under the leadership of WFA President and RBS CMO,
David Wheldon.

2018 proved to be the most dynamic year yet for the WFA
Forum as the group significantly grew in size (+33%)
and geographical footprint. Further to the launch of our
first meetings in New York and Hong Kong, this group
now brings together an impressive network of over 800
senior marketers across three continents.

The CMO Forum held during Cannes Lions welcomed a group of 20
global CMOs from 10 different countries. Antonio Lucio (HP), Roel de
Vries (Nissan) and Raja Rajamannar (Mastercard) led discussions on the
topics of agency rosters and clients’ roles in helping our partners to
evolve.
A new strategic partnership between WFA and The Economist helped
to capture much of the thinking on these topics, and many more, to
share with the wider WFA membership through video interviews and a
report on the findings.
Feedback from our first CMO Forum of the year in Singapore made
this WFA’s highest rated marketing event of 2018. The momentum for
our network in Asia-Pacific continues to grow in large part thanks to
contributions from the likes of Cathay Pacific’s Ed Bell and the chair of
our CMO Forum APAC, Sam Ahmed at Standard Chartered Bank.
The year culminated with another opportunity for WFA members and
the wider industry to vote for their WFA Global Marketer of the Year
2018. 2018’s winner was Mastercard’s Raja Rajamannar.
With a new WFA global CMO framework in place, 2019 promises to be a
very bright year for the highest-profile network within WFA.

The Coca-Cola Company, Infiniti, Visa and Advertising Week Europe/
NYC opened their doors to WFA members to tackle a range of
common challenges. Two stand out.
2018 marked the year that influencer marketing stole the headlines.
WFA conducted member research, which provided a benchmark
for the current state of influencer marketing and the degree to
which global brands have policies and processes in place to manage
influencers. WFA is currently working on best practice guidance to
ensure trust in the industry and that brands of all sizes are able to
make the most of the influencer space.
The future of agency rosters also continued to be a big topic for this
group. A WFA study found widespread dissatisfaction on both sides of
the advertiser agency divide and discussions focused on who should
lead the change and develop roster models that flex to the evolving
needs of clients.
We concluded the year with research into effective agency
management with the aim of highlighting how members can improve
as clients.
WFA Forum is the same group as the WFA Integration Forum when it meets
outside of NYC and London.
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Media Forum

Sourcing Forum

From 2017 we began to hear accusations from various
quarters of the client community about the quality of
the digital media ecosystem. The seeds of change had
been sewn. 2018 was the year when WFA sought to act –
spelling out the change we need to see in the WFA Global
Media Charter.

WFA’s Sourcing Forum brings together more than 850
senior global and regional marketing procurement
experts. In 2018 this group was increasingly aligned
behind one area of focus: value. This talks to the biggest
challenge faced by marketing sourcing, to evolve as
a discipline beyond a pure focus on savings. In doing
so, this will potentially change the perception of the
marketing sourcing function internally and, hopefully,
across the industry.

Jointly authored by many of the largest advertisers and advertiser
associations around the world, the Charter identifies what we need
from partners to resolve key challenges. We know how important
partnership is to drive change, and the Charter also makes
commitments to the industry in the interest of greater respect to all
parties.
In 2018 we’ve seen this document adopted and translated around
the world. Meanwhile, panel discussions with media platforms
during jointly-held Media and CDO Forums have helped to address
intractable problems. We are seeing some progress made among
many of the key principles in the Charter, though more is required
in 2019.
WFA’s work seeks to solve industry-wide issues but also companylevel challenges. Data and technology is something all companies
are grappling with and seminal WFA 2018 research into Data Driven
Marketing set out to help clients in media and digital roles benchmark
and identify common barriers. Interestingly, the top five barriers
to effective delivery of DDM are process, cultural or organisational
challenges - not technology related.
So while technology remains a core focus for the WFA Media and CDO
Forums, ‘transformation’ needs to be looked at in a broader context. In
2018 our successful media transformation workshop in Tokyo brought
together more than fifty clients focused on accelerating progress
in data and technology but also areas such as vision & purpose and
people & structure.
With new leadership groups established for 2019, we’re looking
forward to continuing to push for change across a mixture of internal
and external areas affecting clients in the media and digital spaces.

With that ambition in mind, Project Spring was launched. The group
met several times in 2018, across three continents, to collectively
identify solutions towards demonstrating real marketing procurement
value creation and what it means in terms of growth for the business.
As we heard from several members “we can no longer cut our way to
growth”.
Other topics covered included global content production and how to
effectively source this category. This took place against a backdrop
of transparency scandals. The focus therefore was on taking back
control of the production process, fixing the basics and, for the first
time, identify effective solutions to working with influencers.
Media management was also, once again, high on the agenda. Our
experts exchanged insight on the role that marketing procurement
can play, especially in relation to the in-housing of programmatic and
the deployment of their organisation’s own tech stack.
We also updated our Global Agency Remuneration study, previously
undertaken in 2011 and 2014 and identified some key trends and
fundamental changes to the way clients are remunerating their
partners.
Although transparency concerns remain, there is a broad perception
that agencies do deliver great value. Marketing procurement
professionals critically expressed a desire to look beyond remuneration
to better understand how to enhance that value. This includes taking
a very close look at how they mature as a function and evolve their
practices to play a leadership role in relation to agency partners and
their internal stakeholders.
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Marketing Groups
Worldwide
meetings

2

CMO Forum
For global and regional CMOs with remits to
transform marketing and grow the business.
In 2018, the group met at Cannes Lions and
three times in Singapore.
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WFA/Integration Forum

Sourcing Forum

For senior multinational marketers looking
to plan and deliver integrated marketing
strategies. Meetings in 2018 were organized
in Dubai, London, Mumbai, Hong Kong and
New York.

For senior marketing procurement
specialists focused on extracting maximum
value from marketing. It met eight times in
2018, in Düsseldorf, Shanghai, New York,
Singapore, Malmö and Amsterdam.

Media and Digital Forums

WFA Workshops

For senior media professionals focused on
paid media and global media governance.
In 2018, the group met in London,
Singapore, Shanghai, New York, Barcelona,
Cologne and Amsterdam.

WFA held three workshops in 2018 in
Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai.
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2018 Marketing
Highlights

5

peer-to-peer
networks connecting
+ marketers

5k

Singapore

hosts the most meetings
of any city worldwide

16

international
marketing
hubs
have hosted WFA events

1800

event participants worldwide

1st Integration Forums in New York and Hong Kong, 1st Sourcing Forum in Sweden
The WFA Forums help
senior
multinational
marketers looking to plan
and deliver integrated
marketing strategies.
Sourcing Forum is WFA’s
platform
for
senior
marketing procurement
specialists.

Towards more transparency
and trust online

Jointly authored by some of the
largest brand owners and advertiser
associations in the world, the Global
Media Charter charts a course
for action through 8 Principles
for Partnership in the digital
media advertising ecosystem. It
sets out what needs to happen
for brand owners, platforms
and intermediaries to enjoy a
sustainable
online
advertising
ecosystem which allows for mutual
growth and consumer benefit.
wfanet.org/mediacharter
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Brands on working
with influencers

WFA’s 2018 Member Study on
Influencer Marketing provides a
benchmark for the current state
of influencer marketing and the
degree to which global brands
have policies and processes
in place to manage these new
channels. In 2019, WFA will unveil
a Guide to the Effective and
Responsible Use of Influencers.

Seminal research on
data-driven marketing

At a time of ever-increasing data
proliferation, it is clear that the
ability to derive insight from this
data and subsequently deliver
value-adding practical actions
remains a critical element of
the overall modern marketing
ecosystem.

Global agency
remuneration trends

Following on from research
conducted in 2011 and 2014, the
2018 global agency remuneration
study highlights a number of
fundamental changes in the way
remuneration is approached.
The study found that 81% of
respondents expected a continued
shift towards performance-based
remuneration models and a decline
of labour-based and commissionbased models.

The aim of this study is to provide
insight into the evolving role and
value of data-driven marketing as
brands pursue increases in both
efficiency and effectiveness.

More remote
learning

12 new webinars on topics ranging from programmatic media to influencer content production, agency
rosters, data-driven marketing, GDPR for marketers and progressive gender portrayals in advertising.
wfanet.org/knowledge

The future of agency rosters

Top WFA
insights

1. Survey on
Influencer Marketing

Content production strategy framework

Progressive gender portrayals in advertising

The Global Knowledge Base gives WFA members access to exclusive insights in the form of bespoke reports,
peer-to-peer benchmarks, white papers, guidelines, surveys and much more. These were the most downloaded
documents in 2018:

2. The Road
to Content Excellence

3. Guide to
Programmatic Media

4. Guide to Data
Transparency & GDPR

5. Data Driven Marketing
Survey Results
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Staff

Stephan Loerke

Chief Executive Officer
Stephan manages the WFA secretariat and is the WFA’s main spokesperson.
Before WFA, Stephan worked at the UN in New York and then in marketing and
management roles at L’Oréal. Stephan speaks French, German, English, Dutch
and Spanish.

Robert Dreblow

Global Head
of Marketing Services

Robert oversees WFA’s marketing
services working from both London
and Brussels. His focus includes
championing
member
priorities
and keeping members on top of
key trends. He was previously an
Associate Director at MediaCom in
London and Toronto.

Caroline Pathy
Director
CMO Agenda

Caroline leads the CMO Forum, an
exclusive network of over 100 of the
most experienced and influential
global marketing leaders worldwide to
tackle the biggest challenges facing
our ecosystem. Before joining WFA,
Caroline held senior leadership roles
at Cereal Partners Worldwide, Gillette
Group, P&G and Kellogg.
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Will Gilroy

Matt Green

Catherine Armitage

Will is based in Brussels and
oversees WFA’s policy work and
communications. A graduate of
Modern Languages from Oxford
University, he previously worked as
a journalist in the UK, France and
Spain.

Matt is responsible for the delivery of
services to the WFA Media Forum and
leads all work on media and digital.
He is WFA’s subject matter expert
on media, including programmatic
buying, ad fraud and transparency.

Catherine leads WFA’s digital policy
work. A graduate of Oxford University
and Sciences Po Paris, she was
previously at FleishmanHillard, where
she supported clients in the field of
data protection, e-commerce and
digital policy.

Ranji David

Claire Mullen

Ranji supports WFA corporate
members in Asia by helping to build
on the existing working groups and
nurture fully-fledged regional CMO
groups. A Singaporean national, she
previously worked in various digital
marketing roles at Samsung.

Claire is focused on delivering
greater added value to WFA member
organisations. A British national, she
has over a decade of membership
services
and
industry
body
experience. Claire works from both
London and Brussels.

Director of Policy
and Communications

APAC Director
Marketing Services

Global Lead
Media & Digital Marketing

Head of
Membership

Head of
Digital Policy

Julia Kraft

Marketing Services
Manager

Julia leads the Integration Forum, helping
senior marketing leaders to maximise
the effectiveness of their investment
through integrated marketing solutions.
She previously worked for BNP Paribas
Fortis, on the agency side for We Are
Social and for the German Chamber of
Commerce in Beijing.

Laura Forcetti

Agnieszka Katner

Rebecka Allén

Max Schmidt

Laura leads the Sourcing Forum. A
graduate of Southampton University
and Montpellier Business School,
she has four years of strategic
procurement experience managing
ATL/BTL agencies and market research
categories at multi-country level for
Nestlé and Coca-Cola.

Agnieszka is a policy expert on alcohol
marketing. A graduate from Sciences
Po Paris, she was previously at Pernod
Ricard and worked for the French
Business Confederation in Brussels
and Paris.

Rebecka is a policy expert on marketing to
children and coordinates the Responsible
Advertising and Children Programme. A
graduate from the Sorbonne University,
she previously worked in two leading
consultancies in Brussels.

Max works on digital policy and
supports the Digital Governance
Exchange. A German national, he is a
graduate of Tufts University’s Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy and the
WHU – Vallendar and has previously
worked in user interface research and
US digital policy issues.

Laura Baeyens

Hanne van de Ven

Global Marketing
Sourcing Manager

Julia Quintella
Junior Policy
Manager

Senior Policy
Manager

Camelia Cristache

Senior Communications
Manager

Senior Policy
Manager

Communications
Manager

Policy
Manager

Events
Manager

Julia works on alcohol marketingrelated policy issues. A Brazilian
national, she was previously with the
International Chamber of Commerce
in Brazil’s Intelligent Tech and Trade
Initiative and prior to that worked as
an intern at the UN Secretariat in New
York.

Camelia
works
on
WFA
communications, including Global
Marketer Week and the Global
Marketer of the Year Award. She has
previously worked on the consultancy
side in Bucharest and Brussels and
as a communications adviser in the
European Parliament.

Laura manages WFA’s social media
presence and is the main point of
contact for the WFA network of
national advertiser associations.
Combining Belgian and Philippine
nationality, she holds a Master’s
Degree in New Media and speaks
English, Filipino and Dutch.

Hanne supports the marketing team
in the organisation of WFA events. A
Dutch national, she lived and studied
in Berlin and Budapest and holds
a Bachelor’s Degree in European
Studies from Zuyd University in
Maastricht. She was previously with
online platform EURACTIV in Brussels.

Joel Gan

Karine Lesuisse

Monica Robles

Stéphane Arnhem

Joel is WFA’s APAC events manager.
A Singaporean national, he holds
a degree in Business Management
from the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology, as well as a Diploma in
Computer Engineering from Temasek
Polytechnic in Singapore.

A Belgian national, Karine has been
the first point of contact for WFA
members for many years. She
oversees the back office, the everyday
running of the secretariat, personnel
and finances and works in tandem
with Monica on administrative issues.

Monica assists the team with the
logistics of WFA meetings and
supports Karine in running the WFA
office. Prior to WFA, Monica worked as
administration and project manager for
C&A in Belgium and Engel & Voelkers
in Barcelona. She holds Masters in
Humanities and Cultural Studies.

Stéphane manages WFA’s database.
He holds a degree in Visual
Communication and was previously
with a company specialised in
the development and production
of indoor and outdoor branding
solutions.

Events
Manager

Office
Manager

Administration
Manager

Database
Manager
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Policy Groups
Digital Governance
Exchange

Responsible Advertising and
Children Programme (RAC)

WFA’s DGX network now brings together more than 400
senior experts from a broad range of functions to identify
practical solutions to data challenges and share insights
and experiences with each other in relation to developing
and implementing good data policies and practices.

RAC brings together over 1000 industry representatives
globally who have a direct stake in the sensitive issue
of marketing and children. Real-time RAC alerts kept
WFA members informed of important regulatory
developments around the world while over forty
companies and key stakeholders were represented at our
quarterly meetings in Brussels.

As the go-to WFA working group for all issues related to privacy and
responsible data management, it’s unsurprising that 2018 was a busy
year for DGX. With the advent of the EU’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and the emergence of a whole host of new (and
revised) privacy laws globally, the DGX network has helped WFA
members around the world share insights and best practice on how to
manage and respond to some of these regulatory challenges.
With seven meetings taking place across three continents this year,
the global reach of DGX has never been greater. 2018 saw the launch
of DGX in APAC, bringing together an impressive network of local
and global WFA members in Singapore, as well as a joint privacy
conference with the Malaysian Advertiser Association (MAA) in Kuala
Lumpur. We also continued to grow our network in the US with a
second meeting in New York, and a first meeting of the group on the
West Coast in February 2019.

RAC hosted guests from Canada, UK and Australia and followed closely
the adoption of the UN Declaration on Non-Communicable Diseases in
New York in September.

Outside DGX meetings, the network has been focused on tackling
some of the big questions facing the industry today. In April, WFA’s
Manifesto for Online Data Transparency, drafted with DGX members,
called on the industry to adopt a mindset of ‘people first’ over ‘data
first’ when processing consumer data. This led to the creation of
WFA’s first-ever Data Transparency Advisory Board, chaired by
Unilever’s Jamie Barnard, which will be driving this forward into 2019.

SuperAwesome and Trendwolves gave insights into the latest trends in
marketing to children and youth. The rise of influencer marketing was on
the agenda with experts from the Ghent University giving an academic
perspective.

Insights from the DGX network inspired the development of a number
of guides, briefings, benchmarks and webinars for WFA members this
year, including webinars on GDPR, Brazil’s new privacy law and the EU’s
upcoming ePrivacy Regulation. We also developed a Global Privacy
Map which provides an overview of developing privacy regulation in
more than a dozen key markets and ran member benchmarks on a
wide range of topics, from cookie policies to data transparency.
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The group has been closely following policy debates around the world and
on behalf of its members has been engaging relevant stakeholders and
policy-makers in countries as far flung as Argentina, Australia, Canada,
Chile, Colombia, India, Israel, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa and Turkey
with a view to ensuring proportionate policy outcomes for brand owners.

To keep its finger on the pulse of fast-changing developments in this
space, RAC continues to nurture a constructive dialogue with thoughtleaders and academics to identify emerging concerns and develop
guidance for marketers.

In light of fast-changing societal expectations around privacy and data
collection, RAC has maintained its engagement with UNICEF. Building
on the recently published report, Children and Digital Marketing: Rights,
Risks and Responsibilities, the RAC group looks forward to working on an
industry toolkit and new recommendations on brands’ presence in schools.
In terms of EU regulatory dossiers, the 2018 agenda was dominated by
the revision of the EU Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD) and
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which came into force
on 25 May 2018.
2018 was also an opportunity to increase exchange of best practice when
it comes to developing and implementing corporate responsible marketing
policies, with Nestlé and Mars sharing invaluable insights and advice.

Policy Action
Group

Alcohol
Marketing

WFA continued to actively engage on multiple regulatory
developments which could put at risk the ability of brand
owners to connect with their consumers. The industry
faces major challenges in relation to growing concerns
with brand safety issues. Meanwhile, marketers made
progress in their work to improve gender and diversity
representation within advertising.

While the United Nations recognized the role alcohol
producers can play in eliminating exposure of minors to
ads and calls for governments to cooperate with alcohol
producers, the World Health Organization, the wider
health community and policy-makers around the world
remain concerned about alcohol marketing.

The European Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD) was
adopted this year, and WFA has helped play a key role in maintaining
the status quo regarding self- and co-regulation. However, as member
states transpose the Directive into their national laws, it is very likely
they will look to put stricter rules in place.
Meanwhile, there has been little agreement among policy-makers
on which direction to take on the ePrivacy regulation, which outlines
how online tracking technologies can be used. Several issues remain
unresolved but the WFA continues to engage in order to mitigate
against potentially burdensome restrictions.
A new focus on the EU policy agenda is the New Deal for Consumers,
the European Commission’s efforts to modernise the EU’s legislative
framework around marketing and consumer protection. WFA has
been aligning with industry and engaging with policy-makers on key
focus areas including transparency in advertising, collective redress
and penalties, and a new amendment banning the online marketing of
HFSS foods to children.
WFA continued to focus on diversity within advertising, launching
our Guide to Progressive Gender Portrayals in Advertising, which has
helped inspire companies to take action and national associations
to drive local action. The guide has been translated into Portuguese,
Spanish and Turkish. Our work with the Unstereotype Alliance, UN
Women’s partnership with the industry on this issue, as well as local
programmes such as #SeeHer, has also continued, with a view to
promoting the initiative around the world.
Brand safety concerns continue to rise. The media and policy-makers
increasingly criticise brands as the funders of online platforms where
problematic or illegal content is found. More than ever, brand owners
need a unified policy message and strategy to demonstrate that they
are doing everything in their power to devise meaningful solutions.

Against this backdrop, WFA has focused on helping its alcohol
members implement and strengthen their commitments to
responsible marketing by providing concrete tools and training,
especially when it comes to advertising on social media.
Globally, WFA continued to partner with the International Alliance
for Responsible Drinking (IARD) and assist them with the roll out of
their Digital Guiding Principles (DGPs). The DGPs aim to strengthen
and improve marketing codes of practice on digital platforms around
the world. WFA also assisted IARD in its outreach with social media
platforms to help identify ways platforms and the industry can work
together to ensure alcohol marketing communications on social
media are responsible and do not reach minors or those who do not
wish to be exposed to alcohol ads.
At EU level, we have continued to roll out the Responsible Marketing
Pact (RMP), the industry’s flagship initiative to reduce minors’ exposure
to and primary appeal of alcohol commercial communications. The
commitment is based on three key pillars: placement, appeal and
social media.
In 2018, a monitoring of the social media pillar was carried out in
coordination with the European Advertising Standards Alliance.
We also finalized reviewing the appeal pillar to bring important
clarifications and enhancements. In 2019 we will be monitoring our
members’ compliance with both the social media and appeal pillars.
WFA continued to be active in its advocacy efforts on the revision
of the Audiovisual Media Services Directive. The final Directive
encourages Member States to ensure that self- and co-regulatory
codes are used to effectively reduce the exposure of children and
minors to audio-visual commercial communications for alcoholic
beverages.
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2018 Policy
Highlights

4

WFA
working
groups

connecting nearly 2000 legal,
policy, public affairs and privacy
professionals

40+
30

member-led
meetings

Local engagement in more than
markets to develop
industry programmes
faced with potential
statutory controls

Engagement with WHO, OECD,

UNICEF, European institutions
& national policy-makers

Accountability for
RMP signatories
An independent monitoring exercise
was carried out involving all signatories
of the Responsible Marketing Pact, a
commitment led by WFA and made
by alcohol producers in Europe not to
advertise to minors on digital marketing
channels.
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Putting ‘people first’
over ‘data first’
Launched in April, WFA’s Manifesto
for Online Data Transparency calls
on brands to commit to a data
ecosystem that properly respects
consumer choices and their right
to control their own data. The
Manifesto asks brands to go beyond
the legal steps required by the
EU’s new General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and foster a
mindset shift from ‘data first’ to
‘people first’ across their companies.
An advisory board of industry experts
was created to turn this vision into
concrete action.

The board is led by Jamie Barnard,
Unilever’s general counsel - global
marketing, media and ecommerce.

EU Broadcasting directive (AVMSD) recognises
importance of self-regulation
After two years of engagement with policy-makers, the main WFA recommendations
were taken on board in the political agreement on the revision of the main law governing
advertising in Europe. No additional food and alcohol marketing restrictions were imposed
at EU level and self-regulation was recognised by legislators as a meaningful and effective
component of the policy mix.

CEO commitment to
develop new standards
In 2018, the International Alliance for
Responsible Drinking (IARD) – with
the support of WFA - partnered with
leading social media platforms (YouTube,
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Snap)
to find innovative solutions to ensure
those who are under the legal drinking
age are not exposed to alcohol ads
online.

Better Ads
Standards launched
WFA is a founding member of CBA.
In 2018, the Coalition announced the
first group of certified companies
participating in the Better Ads Experience
Program, currently counting 72 entities
which represent more than 300 domains
and launched a dispute resolution
mechanism for the programme. In 2019,
the initiative will expand to other regions.

GDPR going global?
Although some countries have started to look at GDPR as a blueprint for their own
regulatory challenges, the landscape remains very fragmented. The WFA Global Privacy
Map launched in 2018 is meant to help global brands address this challenge: it identifies
and tracks some of the privacy trends emerging across a number of key markets and how
they compare to the ‘GDPR standard’.

Strengthened
commitments
2018 marked the tenth anniversary of
IFBA, which was established in 2008 with
the help of WFA. WFA remains the lead
expert on marketing issues in IFBA and in
2018 helped instigate new local marketing
pledges in Argentina and Saudi Arabia. The
Alliance also started a pilot programme
extending the independent compliance
assessment to company-owned and
third-party websites, as well as companyowned YouTube channels. The IFBA LATAM
Taskforce, led by WFA, continued to help
to coordinate outreach in Latin America.

Stricter criteria and
accountability
The EU Pledge is the WFA’s commitment
to the European Commission-led
Platform for Action on Diet, Physical
Activity and Health. 2018 saw the launch
of a new Accountability Mechanism by
the EU Pledge signatory companies,
whereby
consumers
can
make
complaints on the EU Pledge website
(eu-pledge.eu). This is also where all
decisions and corrective actions will be
publicly communicated.

A guide to progressive
portrayals in advertising
Unveiled at WFA Global Marketer Week
in Tokyo, the guide makes the social
and business case for unstereotyping
ads through real-life case studies and
actionable insights for brand marketers.
The launch is part of WFA’s commitment
as a founding member of the UN
Women-led Unstereotype Alliance.
www.unstereotypealliance.org

Joining forces against
disinformation
Industry stakeholders, including WFA,
have drafted a self-regulatory code of
practice that includes commitments to
fight online disinformation. The Code
has been endorsed by the European
Commission and brand owners can,
on a voluntary basis, sign up to the
commitments on advertising.
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WFA Events
Global Marketer Week 2018, Tokyo
The world’s third-biggest advertising
market played host in May to WFA’s
annual Global Marketer Week. 750
participants heard from some of the
industry’s leading lights, connected
with their peers and had the chance
to gain timely insights ahead of
Tokyo’s hosting of the 2020 Olympic
Games.

The Global Marketer Conference was this
year co-hosted by the Japanese Advertisers
Association (JAA) and tackled some of the
most pressing contemporary challenges
facing marketers: What should effective
client leadership look like? How can clients
and agencies work together? How to strike
the right balance between global and local in
terms of delivering creativity?
Nissan CMO, Roel de Vries, talked about
reinventing outdated roster models to work
better for clients and agencies. Speaker
and best-selling author, Chris Baréz-Brown
shared his views on what it takes to be a
more creative marketer. Robert Wong, VP
Google Creative Lab, talked about the state
of creativity in an ad tech reality and what
needs to happen within client and agency
organisations to address the ever-widening
gaps. Samsung’s Global CMO and CMO for
North America, Younghee Lee and Marc
Mathieu, exchanged thoughts on how brands
can be humanised through smart strategic
partnerships.

Younghee Lee and Marc Mathieu, Samsung

Robert Wong, Google
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Yukiko Yamaguchi, Director Enterprise
Marketing Division at Panasonic and Naomi
Yamamoto, Chief Creative Officer at Shiseido
teamed up to debate with Sam Ahmed,
Global Head Digital & Retail Marketing,
Standard Chartered and Go Sohara, Creative
Director and Partner at Death of Bad about
whether global marketing frameworks can
deliver the creativity needed to connect with
local audiences. 55% of the audience agreed
that creative ideas coming from global
headquarters often translate into disasters in
a local context.

David Wheldon, RBS CMO and WFA President
closed the conference announcing the WFA
Global Media Charter, an initiative to address
some of the critical pain points for the
industry today (wfanet.org/mediacharter).
Project Reconnect explored how to get social
purpose right: what does social purpose
mean, what are the hallmarks for doing it well
and how can it help brands achieve better
business results? Following a panel session
with Marc Mathieu (Samsung Electronics
America), Bessie Lee (Withinlink), Stephen
Kehoe (Edelman), Koichi Yamamoto (Dentsu)
and David Wheldon (RBS), the audience was
reminded of some of the most talked about
marketing campaigns of 2018 and voted on
which brands do social purpose well and
which ones are simply ‘putting lipstick on a
pig’.
The week also included a number of side
events for both policy and marketing
professionals, as well as internal meetings
including the Executive Committee, the
National Associations Council and the Annual
General Meeting. For more information go to
wfanet.org/Tokyo.

Project Reconnect

Yukiko Yamaguchi, Panasonic,
and Go Sohara, Death of Bad

Sam Ahmed, Standard Chartered,
Naomi Yamamoto, Shiseido, and Rob Dreblow, WFA

Roel de Vries, Nissan

Project Reconnect
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WFA Events
WFA at Cannes
At Cannes Lions this year, WFA partnered with
The Economist Group to talk to a number of
CMOs about their priorities and challenges
The interviewer was The Economist’s Andrew
Palmer, Business Affairs Editors.
A white paper and a selection of videos
capture our insights from these filmed
conversations.

Our job as marketers is to understand
and serve our consumer. Our consumer
is our boss. So let’s not get distracted
by all the change and instead, if we keep
at the heart where is our consumer, how
are they acting, how are they behaving…
actually it’s a very simple guide for how
we need to show up in the world and
how we need to innovate to be relevant
to them.
Jane Wakely,
CMO,
Mars Pet Nutrition

How do we make sure we’re not intrusive,
how do we make people feel at ease
when our brand is talking with them,
especially millennials, who hate marketing
in the classic sense? I think that more
than ever the creative tone of voice in the
way we interact is important.
Ian Wilson,
Senior Director Global, Digital and
Marketing Development, Heineken
on fostering brand engagement

on being customer centric

We’ve reached peak media or peak
content. I really believe there is an
opportunity to rethink marketing and
advertising.
Marc Mathieu,
CMO, Samsung
Electronics America

I want people to understand why
stereotypes are bad, I want people to
understand the power of women in
leadership, their economic power, and
men need to come along with us.
Syl Saller,
Chief Marketing and
Innovation Officer, Diageo
on gender equality

on the state of the industry

The most important thing that a
company needs to have to compete
today is a very clear and deliberate
sense of purpose. Your purpose or your
vision will set the parameters for which
fights you want to lead on, which fights
you want to fly as a flock and which
fights you’re going to avoid.
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We will not work with influencers who
buy followers and we will prioritize the
digital platforms who help us bring
greater discipline, transparency and
measurement to this area. It’s a massive
opportunity influencer marketing but if
we’re not careful we’re going to kill the
golden goose.

Antonio Lucio,
former Chief Marketing
and Communications Officer, HP

Keith Weed,
Chief Marketing and
Communications Officer, Unilever

on brand purpose

on working with influencers

Storytelling is dead, it’s all about storymaking, which means give consumers
experiences and they make stories of
those experiences and they tell their
stories to their network. It’s the old
concept of word of mouth initiated by
experiences and propagated through
digital and social media.
Raja Rajamannar,
Chief Marketing and
Communications Officer,
Mastercard
on giving people experiences

To know more, go to wfanet.org/cannes2018

LATAM Regional Meeting 2018, Lima
On 18-19 September, WFA held its
17th Latin American regional meeting
in Peru, chaired by Philip Perez,
WFA Regional Vice-President for
Latin America and President of the
Argentinean Advertisers Association
(CAA).

For the 2019 meeting the WFA regional network
will go to Buenos Aires (October 8-9), when it
will also be celebrating the 60th anniversary of
the Cámara Argentina de Anunciantes (CAA).

Hosted by ANDA Peru, the two-day event
brought together regional marketing and
policy professionals and the representatives of
WFA’s national associations in Argentina (CAA),
Bolivia (ANDA), Colombia (ANDA), Guatemala
(AAG), Paraguay (CAP), Peru (ANDA) – along
with the Spanish Advertiser Association (AEA).
The annual event provided the forum to discuss
critical issues facing the industry today: the
demands laid out by brand owners in the
WFA Global Media Charter, how brands can
contribute to solving people’s frustrations with
the online advertising experience, the impact
of Europe’s new data protection law (GDPR),
working with influencers, the latest trends
in agency remuneration, progressive gender
portrayals in marketing and the importance of
self-regulation.

Ever since we launched our WFA
regional chapter back in 2002, the
agendas and priorities of our national
associations in Latin America –
Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru, Bolivia,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Colombia,
Venezuela, Guatemala – have been
increasingly converging. They’re now
almost identical at a national, regional
and global level. That’s because the
world has changed. Technology
and globalization have transformed
marketing beyond recognition. As a
result, our industry requires a globally
and regionally aligned strategic vision
and local leadership.
Stephan Loerke,
WFA CEO
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Global Marketer
of the Year 2018
While 2017 saw our inaugural award
go to Unilever’s Keith Weed, the
marketing industry elected Raja
Rajamannar from Mastercard as the
2018 WFA Global Marketer of the Year.
Created to celebrate the positive impact
that global and regional marketers can
play in setting the course of the industry
and inspiring others to be a force for good,
nominations for the award were picked by a
jury of global marketers and industry experts
– chaired by WFA President and RBS CMO
David Wheldon – then put to a public vote.
A shortlist of six was selected by the jury
from nominations from over 30 different
companies in WFA membership. They
picked Ukonwa Ojo, Coty’s CMO Consumer
Beauty, Marc Pritchard, Chief Brand Officer
at P&G, Raja Rajamannar, Chief Marketing
and Communications Officer at Mastercard,
Syl Saller, Chief Marketing and Innovation

I’d like to congratulate Raja on behalf
of the global marketing industry. He has
demonstrated how senior marketers
can lead the way in showcasing the
value that marketing adds, how purpose
can be part of a brand mission and how
a brand can adapt to the digital age.
He is a worthy winner of this important
award.
David Wheldon,
WFA President & CMO RBS
President of the jury
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Officer at Diageo, Keith Weed, Unilever’s
Chief Marketing and Communication Officer,
and Claudia Willvonseder, CMO/Global
Marketing and Communication Manager,
IKEA.
Together, the six received over 5,000
votes from the public and each expert jury
member was asked to select their favorite.
Based on the joint public and judges’ votes,
the Chief Marketing and Communications
Officer of Mastercard was announced the
winner.

No other field had more capability
than marketing to impact a company’s
brand, its reputation as well as bring
about social impact. I feel proud to have
been a part of this discipline for more
than 30 years and deeply honoured and
humbled to receive this award, which is
a recognition I’m sharing with my entire
team.
Raja Rajamannar,
Chief Marketing
and Communications Officer,
Mastercard

Being a global marketer is not easy
but Raja and his colleagues on the
shortlist demonstrate how it is possible
to thrive in this role and make a real
difference to the business. Our industry
should be proud of what all of the
shortlisted CMOs have achieved and
use them as an example for the future.
Congratulations to them all.
Stephan Loerke,
WFA CEO
and member of the jury

Upon accepting the award, Raja Rajamannar
said: “I’m deeply honoured and humbled. In
reality, this recognition should go to my entire
team. No one person can do everything by
himself or herself and I’m blessed to be able
to work with an amazing group of talented
professionals.”

For more details about the initiative and
interviews with the shortlisted nominees,
visit wfanet.org/globalmarketerof2018

Financial Statement 2018
(All figures in euro)
Budget 2018

Realised 2018

Income
Revenues from associations

420,000.00

434,938.35

2,442,000.00

2,552,152.38

250,000.00

268,234.93

Revenues from RMP

215,670.00

215,670.00

Revenues from IARD

230,000.00

230,000.00

Revenues from IFBA

275,000.00

275,030.00

54,000.00

79,000.00

157,000.00

100,000.00

-5,000.00

-2,547.40

5,000.00

2,024.90

4,043,670.00

4,154,503.16

Personnel & consultants

2,742,000.00

2,612,718.21

Operating costs

1,083,000.00

1,242,037.83

130,000.00

217,313.26

RMP Costs

66,000.00

66,000.00

Strategic Projects

30,000.00

30,010.94

Reinstatement Provision for Rent Compensation

-10,790.00

-16,189.00

4,040,210.00

4,151,891.24

3,460.00

2,611.92

Revenues from corporate members
New members

Revenues Sponsorship
Strategic Partners
Discount (early payment)
Financial profit
Total income
Expenses

Conference & General Assembly

Total expense
Result
Provision New Offices
Final result

-250,000.00
3,460.00

-247,388.08
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Auditor’s Report
Registered Auditor’s Report for the year ended
December 31, 2018 to the Board of Directorsof the
World Federation of Advertisers
We report to you in the context of our appointment as the
association’s registered auditor. This report includes our opinion
on the financial statements, as well as the required additional
statements. The financial statements include the balance sheet
as at December 31, 2018 and the income statement for the year
then ended.
Report on the financial statements – Unqualified opinion
We have audited the financial statements of the World Federation
of Advertisers for the year ended December 31, 2018, which show
a balance sheet total of €5,204,030 and a loss for the year of
€247,388.
Responsibility of the Board of Directors for the preparation of the
financial statements
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation of
financial statements that give a true and fair view in accordance
with the financial reporting framework applicable in Belgium, and
for such internal control, as the Board of Directors determines,
is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence
about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
The procedures selected depend on the registered auditor’s
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud
or error. In making those risk assessments, the registered auditor
considers the association’s internal control relevant to the
preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair view,
in order to design control procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of valuation rules used
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the
Board of Directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements.
We have obtained from the Board of Directors and association
officials the explanations and information necessary for our audit.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Unqualified opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements of the World Federation
of Advertisers give a true and fair view of the association’s equity
and financial position as at December 31, 2018, and of the results
of its operations for the year then ended, in accordance with the
financial reporting framework applicable in Belgium.

Responsibility of the registered auditor
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with the International Standards on Auditing
(ISAs). Those standards require that we comply with the ethical
requirements and plan and perform the control to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are
free from material misstatement.
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Lasne, February 19th, 2019
SPRL “Michel WEBER, Reviseur d’entreprises”
Registered auditor
Represented by Mr Michel Weber
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